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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
What are the minimum requirements needed to run SmartTrak®IV?
Windows XP Home or Professional Edition operating system, 40 GB hard drive, 1.5 GB free disk space,
1.5GHz processor, 48X CDROM drive, 1GB RAM, AGP or PCI VGA Graphics card, Microsoft Internet
Explorer v6.0

Will SmartTrak®IV run on Windows Vista or Windows 7?
Yes. SmartTrak®IV is fully compatible with any edition of Windows Vista or Windows 7.

Will SmartSCAN®IV run on Windows Vista or Windows 7?
Yes, both the older spectrophotometer (beige in color with a serial connection) and the new MA91
spectrophotometer (black with a USB connection) are fully compatible with both operating systems.

Is SmartTrak®IV or SmartSCAN®IV compatible with Apple or Linux PC’s?
No. SmartTrak®IV and SmartSCAN®IV are not designed for use with any Apple, Macintosh or Linux
operating systems.

Does SmartTrak®IV require a connection to the Internet to run properly?
No. At this time, SmartTrak®IV does not require a connection to the Internet to run properly. However,
SmartTrak®IV does need Microsoft Internet Explorer v. 6.0 or higher installed on the computer to be able to
run. In the future, updates to SmartTrak ®IV will be available for download from the BASF website:
www.basfrefinish.com. Please call the Help Desk at 800.227.3593 for assistance with online updating.

Can I install SmartTrak®IV on more than one computer at my shop?
Yes. SmartTrak®IV has a per-site license allowing shops to install workstation installations of SmartTrak®IV
on other computers allowing for Job Costing, Inventory, and Reporting procedures to be done from an
office without disruption of the mixing operations being done on the paint pc.

Can the data for mixes done on two separate scales be printed on the same reports?
Yes. SmartTrak®IV is capable of being set up in a networked configuration that allows all mixing data to be
stored in one location and accessed easily from any workstation for the purpose of job cost and VOC
reporting. Please see the section concerning setting up SmartTrak ®IV in a networked fashion for further
details.

How do I receive assistance with SmartTrak®IV if I have questions about the
software or the scale?
Licensed SmartTrak®IV locations are welcome to contact the SmartTrak®IV Help Desk at 800-227-3593
with any questions concerning the software, all related scale hardware, and peripheral devices such as
Dymo printers. The SmartTrak®IV Help Desk is available for assistance on weekdays from 8AM to 9PM
Eastern Standard Time.

Who do I call if I have paint-specific questions or need to have formulas faxed to my
shop?
The BASF ColorMatching Lab is available to answer any questions specifically related to the proper
application of paint products as well as sending out (via facsimile) brand new formulas not yet added to
SmartTrak®IV. The ColorMatching Lab is available from 8AM to 6PM Eastern Standard Time at
800.758.2273
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What do I do when I receive a SmartTrak®IV update CD in the mail?
Prior to updating SmartTrak®IV, it is advised to close out of all programs running on the pc, then restart the
system to ensure that no part of SmartTrak ®IV still resides in the system memory. Upon the return to the
Windows Desktop, the SmartTrak®IV cd can be put in the pc and the option to “Install and Upgrade
Software” can be selected from the main menu. The installation wizard will then guide you through the rest
of the update process. If you require assistance or an activation key for the software, please call the
SmartTrak®IV Help Desk at 800-227-3593.

Do I have to install anything from the second cd that comes with the update to
SmartTrak®IV?
No. The second cd does not have anything that needs to be installed when an update arrives in the mail.
This disk contains all of the Technical Data Sheets and Materials Safety Data Sheets for easy access when
referencing information about any of the products in SmartTrak ®IV. This disk also contains additional
information and both an electronic and printable manual and well as a produ9ct demonstration for the
convenience of the end user.

How do I order scales and accessories related SmartTrak®IV?
For customers in the United States, orders for all components related to SmartTrak ®IV can be done over
the phone, by fax, online or through email. The current SmartTrak®IV order forms can be obtained from the
SmartTrak®IV Help Desk by calling 800-227-3593. The order form can be filled out electronically and
emailed to helpdesk@sehi.com or faxed to (248) 299-1599. Alternately, the customer can place an order
through the Internet by going to www.buysmarttools.com. Canadian customers must fax orders to their
WD. All questions and concerns regarding orders can be addressed by the SmartTrak ®IV Help Desk at
800-227-3593 or by your local BASF representative.
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Installation of SmartTrak IV
The installation disk you’ve received includes the installation for both SmartTrak IV, SmartScan IV, and
SmartColor IV. If you require an activation key for the use of SmartTrak IV or SmartScan IV, please
contact the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593. SmartColor is a freely-licensed software that does not
need an activation key.

The installation menu for SmartTrak should open when the CD is placed in the CDROM drive, given that
the system is set to automatically run CD’s placed in the drive. If the installation menu does not open
automatically after placing the CD in the drive, perform the following steps:
1) Open the “My Computer” or “Computer” icon located on your Windows Desktop.
2) Double-click on the CDROM Drive, typically Drive D:\ or E:\
3) Double-click on the file “Autostart.exe” and the following menu should open.


For a new installation or to update an existing installation, click on “Install & Upgrade Software”



To install the MA91 Spectrophotometer Driver, select the “MA91 Driver Install” button



To install Acrobat Reader, choose “Install Acrobat Reader” (Acrobat Reader is necessary to display
Technical Data Sheets & Material Safety Data Sheets)
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Activation of SmartTrak IV
After the installation of SmartTrak IV, a folder called “BASF Color Software” will appear on
your computer. This folder contains a SmartTrak IV folder as well as a SmartTrak IV icon, as
you can see on the following picture:

SmartTrak IV starts by a double click on the icon.

The first time you double click the

SmartTrak IV icon (highlighted above) the activation window pops up:

As described in Chapter 1 “Installation”, you will need to buy an activation key if you want
to activate SmartTrak IV or SmartScan IV.

To buy an activation key, please visit

www.buysmarttools.com or call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593.

To activate

SmartTrak IV, enter the activation key provided by the Help Desk technician in the
appropriate fields displayed in the middle of this screen, then click the “Activate” button. To
use SmartColor IV instead of SmartTrak IV, just click the “Set to SmartColor IV” button,
which activates the freely-licensed version without an activation key.
Should you need to reinstall SmartTrak IV for any reason, please call the SmartTrak IV Help
Desk at 800-227-3593 for assistance or reactivation of the software.
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The “SmartTrak IV” Folder
The folder “SmartTrak IV” is placed in the folder
“BASF Color Software” on your desktop, see a
picture

in

Chapter

1.1

“Activation

of

SmartTrak IV”. This folder contains different
support applications:

 “Backup & Restore (All Versions)”: With “Backup & Restore”, you can save and restore
customer data: see complete description of this function in chapter 3.1 “Backup and
Restore”.
 “Check & Repair Databases”: With this utility, your database will be checked and
repaired for any errors or anomalies that may be present. This tool can be run as often as
you like, this program will not affect the database in a negative way.
 “Export Customer Data”: This function is for use only by authorized SmartTrak Help Desk
technicians.
 “Merge Custom Formulas”: With this module, you can export your custom formulas from
one PC to later allow this data to be imported into another SmartTrak IV system. This utility
is useful for setting up multiple SmartTrak computers with the same settings. For more
information read chapter 3.2 “Merge Custom Formulas”.
 “SmartTrak IV”: This button is yet another way in which SmartTrak IV can be started.
 “Reindex Data” and “Reindex Custdata”: These utilities allow the user to rebuild the
database’s index files. In the event that the program was interrupted by power failure,
parts of the SmartTrak IV database may have become corrupted. The Reindex Data and
Reindex Custdata utilities can help to clear up damage caused to the database should
errors arise after an unexpected power outage.
 “Relink”: This utility checks the integrity of your database and should be used in
conjunction with Reindex Data and Reindex Custdata if errors occur due to an unintended
stop of SmartTrak IV. If parts of the database were damaged, this program will report these
errors, which can provide your SmartTrak Help Desk technician with valuable
troubleshooting information.

Should you experience any unexpected errors within

SmartTrak, please call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593 with the details of the
error in order to receive assistance running these database utilities.
 “Zip Utility”: The Zip Utility is used for file compression, encryption, packaging, and data
backup purposes. This is an alternative means by which the data within ST4 can be saved
as a backup.
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SmartTrak IV

Upon opening SmartTrak IV, the Main Menu will be displayed (shown above):
-

Formulas: Color Retrieval & Mixing

-

Information: MSDS, TDS, & Product Demonstrations

-

Job Cost: RO# Management, Costing Details, & Custom Cost Templates

-

Inventory: Mixing Room Products, Stock Control, & Order Management

-

VOC : VOC Tracking & Reporting

-

SmartScan : Download & Match Readings from the Spectrophotometer

-

Report : Report Generation & Printing

-

System: System Configuration and Settings Customization

-

EXIT: Close the program

This manual will cover every feature available within SmartTrak IV. However, if you require
assistance, please call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593.
In the lower middle part of the main screen, additional information about the software is
displayed:
-

Customer Number: Displayed only if one has been assigned to your shop

-

Serial Number & Activation Key: Unique to each computer running ST4

-

Expiration Date: The date by which the software must be reactivated

-

Version Number: Displays the version currently installed on your PC
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System
Clicking on System from the Main Menu
of SmartTrak IV will bring up the System
module in which the shops settings can be
configured.

Company Profile
Company Information Section:
The Company Information section allows
the user to set basic information like the
company’s

name,

address,

phone

number, and email address.

In more detail:
-

Company information: This address information will be printed on reports, labels, and
orders

-

Country: The address format depends upon the country in which the company is located

-

Language: Allows the user to adjust the language used in SmartTrak IV to best suit the
shops needs.

-

Location: Used only if you have multiple systems networked together with SmartTrak IV
to uniquely identify each one on the network.

Standard Buttons in SmartTrak IV
The following buttons are frequently used within SmartTrak IV.
“Apply”: Save the changes made by clicking the Apply [F7] button.
“Reset”: Resets the screen to its initial state.
“Main”: Used to return to the Main Menu of SmartTrak IV
“Back (Esc)”: Go back to the previous screen.
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Auto Tracking
The AutoTracking tab allows a
shop to configure SmartTrak IV to
track job information as well as
automatically apply job margins,
cost templates, etc.
The AutoTracking tab has three
different sections:


Mixing Operation



Stock Control



Job Costing.

Mixing Operation:
“Ask RFU after Mix”: This option presents a mixer with the option to make the paint ready
for use after mixing each formula.
“Auto Label Print”: Turning on this option will automatically print a label after completing
each mix.
“Disable Quick Mix”: This option removes the Quick Mix button from the mixing screen,
preventing it from being used.
“Disable Save for Estimate”: Selecting this option will remove the Save for Estimate button
from the mixing screen.
“Enable Small Damage Repair”: To enable the
spot repair function in your mixing screen, check
the “Enable Small Damage Repair” box, then
type the password you received during “Spot
Repair” training in the window that pops up. If
you need assistance with this feature, please call
the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593
“Track Mix on Label Print”: Turning on this feature will track a formula as though it were
actually mixed when a label is printed.
“Track Waste”: This option allows the user to specify how much of any given mix was
wasted through the Recall Mixes tab within the Formula module.
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Stock Control:
“Activate

Mixed

Selecting

this

Paint

option

Stock”:
allows

a

formula to be mixed and stored in
inventory for ease of retrieval later.
“Stock

Control”:

This

feature

allows for the management and
tracking

of

non-pourable

paint-

related materials such as abrasives
and safety supplies.
“Include Negative Stock Level in Re-Stock Calculation”: This feature allows for greater
accuracy in tracking inventory stock levels. For example, if a delivery of new inventory has
arrived at the shop but has not yet been returned to stock in the SmartTrak IV system,
enabling this feature allows for negative on-hand amounts until the order is received back
into SmartTrak IV. Upon receiving in the order, the on-hand amounts are rectified because
the system adds the new inventory to the negative amount on-hand. If this feature were not
enabled, the tracking of each base’s on-hand amounts would stop at “0”, potentially throwing
off the on-hand amounts if new inventory isn’t added to the system immediately upon
receiving it at the shop.

Job Costing:
“Auto Apply Cost Template”: This
feature automatically applies the selected
Cost Template to every mix. Doing so
will compensate for non-sprayable items
used on each job based on either a given
percentage of the cost of the mix or the
individual prices of each item in the
template.
“Auto Apply Job Margin”: Enabling this option will automatically apply the user-specified
margin to each job tracked within SmartTrak IV.
“Paint Cost By Job”: This feature must be enabled for SmartTrak to track each mix by
repair order number (RO#).
“Use Open Jobs Only”: This feature prevents new mixes from being assigned to closed
RO#’s.
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Formula Mix
“Select Paint Lines”: This section
allows the user to enable only the
paint lines used at that shop.
“Do Not Show Formula With”:
These

checkboxes

restrict

which

types of formulas are displayed when
searching for formulas.
“Sort Order”: This section defines
the order in which the bases within a
formula will be poured.
“Select Color Tools”: This section allows the end-user to customize SmartTrak IV to show
formulas within only the Color Tools used at their shop.
“Default Size”: This feature allows the shop to specify the default pour size when pulling up
formulas. This amount can later be changed prior to mixing.
“Preferred Default Paint Line”: This drop-down allows the primary paint line used within
the shop to be set as the default when searching for formulas.
“Display Job Number”:
Job Mandatory: Requires the mixer to enter an RO# prior to each mix.
Default To Last Job: Places the last RO# used in the Job Number field when pulling
up new formulas.
“Display Variant in Formula Search”: Enabling this option displays all available variants
when searching for formulas. Leaving this option off will restrict SmartTrak IV to display only
the Standard variant for each formula.
“Select Manufacturer and Color Group”: This section allows the end-user to enable and
disable the various manufacturers and color groups dealt with by the shop. Though it is
typical to leave all manufacturers and color groups selected, some shops choose to turn off
manufacturers whose vehicles they will not be repairing.
“Unselect All”: Unselects all manufacturers.
“Select All”: Activates all manufacturers.
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Paint System: This button opens a
window that allows the end-user to define
which

paint

systems

(i.e.

basecoats,

clearcoats, single stage) are used in the
shop. Clicking on the Paint System button
(shown left) opens a window that allows
the user to turn on or create custom paint
systems.
“Add” a new paint system
“Modify” a selected paint system
“Delete” remove a paint system
“Apply” your changes
The Paint Systems screen (shown above)
allows the shop to activate each of the
paint systems used to paint vehicles. Using the buttons at the bottom of the window, the
user can customize the paint systems to the specific needs of his shop. The drop-down
boxes (at the top) can be used to sort the list & the search field (in the upper right) can be
used to display only paint systems containing the
product specified.
Clicking on the “Add” button brings up a window
(shown left) in which a custom paint system can
be created.

Starting by entering a name in the field at the
top, the user can then specify the various paint
system attributes simply by selecting the
options desired from the drop-down boxes.
Components within the paint system can also
be selected by scrolling through each component drop-down list.

To the right of each

component, the end user can enter in the ratio for each component by using whole numbers
or decimals (i.e. 0.25 for 25%) to represent percentages.
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To modify an existing paint system, click on
the one you would like to customize, then
click on the Modify button at the bottom.
A window displaying the details of the paint
system allows changes to be made to suit
the specific needs of each shop.

Start by changing the name to a new, unique
paint system name. In this case, a different
mixing ratio is desired, so this portion of the
name will be modified (shown left).

The necessary changes to the paint system
can then be made.

Components and their

ratios can easily be adjusted to the preferences
of the mixers using the system.

Clicking Apply, then “Yes” on Save
Changes

(shown

above),

stores

the

changes made and returns to the previous
window.
The customized paint system will then be
displayed in the Paint Systems window.
Be sure to hit Apply [F7] to save any
additional changes before returning to the
main menu.
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Set active Products used in the Shop

Clicking on the Set Active Products
Used in the Shop button (shown left)
brings up the Set Product Availability
in My Shop window (shown below).

The drop-down lists at the
top of the screen allow for
the results to be filtered to
show only certain types of
products.
Those products not used
in the shop can be turned
off by un-checking the box
to the left of the item.

The buttons at the bottom of the screen allow for multiple items to be selected or unselected
quickly. Be sure to set each of the products used in the shop as “Active” because only the
formulas containing active products will be displayed when searching for formulas.
“Use Inventory Active Products”

“Select All”

“Apply”

“Unselect All”

“Main”

“Back (Esc)”

The Use Inventory Active Products button activates only the products that have been
turned on in the Inventory module.

This button is not used if the shop is not using

SmartTrak IV to manage its paint product inventory. Be sure to save any changes made by
clicking the “Apply” button, the “Yes” to save changes.
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Security
The Security tab within the System
module allows a shop owner to
require a password to be entered
prior to mixing a formula. Doing so
associates each mix done with the
mixer who’s password was used to
mix and can be used to restrict
access to the various portions of SmartTrak IV not necessarily needed by painters in order to

search for formulas and mix paint. Turning on system security will prevent unauthorized
changes to be made to the system by users without proper administrative access.

First, turn on SmartTrak IV’s security features by checking the “Yes” box in the Enable
System Security section. The main Administrative Password can then be entered in both
boxes just below.

This password grants access to everything within SmartTrak IV and

should only be given to shop owners or body shop managers.

If the Administrator’s

Password is lost or forgotten, please call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593 for
further assistance.
Click on the Add a Group button as many
times as necessary to add security groups,
each of which can be granted different
levels of access.

The groups created will be displayed in the
Define Security Groups section.

Each

group can then be selected and granted
access to the various features within
SmartTrak IV by checking the boxes to the
right. Save changes by clicking on “Apply”
when finished assigning access to groups.
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Once the Security Groups have been
defined, click on the Setup Users button
to add Mixers and Administrators to the
system.
The buttons at the bottom are used to add
and remove users, as well as save the
changes made in this screen.

“Add”

“Delete”

“Apply”

“Cancel (Esc)”

Clicking on the “Add” button adds an additional line in which the user’s initials, name,
password, and group can be assigned. The group to which the user is assigned determines
what the user can access within SmartTrak IV. Please note, each password must be unique
and cannot match the main Administrator’s Password as defined in the main Security
settings screen.

When enabled, the “No Formula Display
before Mixing” option prevents the formula from
being shown on the screen prior to entering a
mixer’s password for even greater security. This
option can be turned on at the discretion of the
shop.

Be sure to save any changes made in this screen by hitting “Apply”, then “Yes” to Save
Changes when done configuring the security settings in SmartTrak IV.
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Scale
The Scale tab within the System
module allows the user to configure
SmartTrak IV for use with a scale to
track the mixes being done. Enable
the proper scale by putting a check to
the left of its name, then specify the
com port to which the scale is
connected.
Options for every Scale:
“Enable Tare”: Checking this box will display the Tare [F2] button in the mixing screen allowing
the mixer to tare out the scale as necessary.
“Validate Scale Max. Weight”: Enabling this option forces SmartTrak IV to verify the maximum
allowable weight for the scale configured for this computer. Turning on this feature is necessary
only if advised by your help desk representative.
“Allow non-Scale RFU”: Enabling this feature allows for the paint system that would otherwise be
used to make a formula sprayable to be mixed away from the scale, but tracks the use of hardeners
and reducers as though it had been mixed on the scale itself.
“Quick Mix (F6): Allow mix date change”:
Turning on this feature allows for the mixing
date to be changed to something other than
today’s date when performing a Quick Mix in
SmartTrak IV.
“Use on-screen keyboard”: For use with a
touchscreen scale interface, turning on this
option displays a keyboard for use when searching for a paint code.
“Create RFU and keep the color amount unchanged”: When turned on, the Make RFU [F2]
button in the mixing screen adds the paint system to the total amount already specified in the
Amount to Pour field. When this option is left off, the Make RFU [F2] button adds the paint
system to the formula, but keeps the total volume poured at amount set by the user in the Amount
to Pour field.
Options for Sartorius PMA .Net Scales and every Mettler system:
“Activate Formula Automatic Recalculation”: Enabling this feature configures SmartTrak IV to
automatically recalculate formulas when a user over-pours any given base within the formula.
Over-pours by more than 20% of the target value will automatically abort the mix. Leaving this
option off will present the user with options to recalculate, ignore, or abort the mix should an overpour occur.
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Options for Sartorius Ecomix:
Selecting the Sartorius Ecomix as the
active scale displays the Configuration
section below the list of scales.
Configuration
This section allows the shop to specify
what information must be entered on the
Ecomix terminal prior to mixing:


Get Mixer: A mixer must be assigned



Get Customer: The customer for whom the mix is done must be specified



Get Booth: Selecting a paint booth is necessary only when more than one is present



Get RO Number: A job number must be entered prior to mixing



Use Dumb Scale to Mix: This allows the weight cell to be used as a dumb-scale.

Pour Method:
The Pour Method section allows the shop to
configure the way in which the scale functions
based on the preferences of the mixers.

Test Connection
The Test Connection button to the right of
each scale listed allows the user to test the
connectivity of the scale without having to go
into a formula to determine whether or not
communication can be established. If the
communication test fails or further assistance
with the configuration of SmartTrak IV for
use with a smart-scale is needed, please call
the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593.

Be sure to save any changes made in this screen by hitting “Apply”, then “Yes” to Save
Changes when done configuring the scale settings in SmartTrak IV.
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Label / Print
The Label/Print tab within the System
module allows the shop to configure
SmartTrak IV for use with report and label
printers.
Printer Settings: This section allows the
end user to specify which printers have
been installed on the PC for use in report
and label generation. Clicking on the dropdown arrow on the right displays a list from
which each printer can be selected.
Label Format Select: This defines the label format you use with your label printer. Standard label
for a DYMO printer is “DYMO Label #30256 2x4”. To print on regular 8.5”x11” paper, select the
SmartTrak Label – Sheet format.
Optional Print Content Selection: This optional label content can be disabled when so desired.
Preview Before Printing: The preview of labels can be disabled if the shop chooses to do so.
However, selecting “No” will also prevent reports from being displayed prior to printing.

Be sure to save any changes made in this screen by hitting “Apply”, then “Yes” to Save
Changes when done configuring the scale settings in SmartTrak IV.

If you experience difficulty setting up report and label printers, please call the SmartTrak
Help Desk at 800-227-3593.
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Stock Control
To enable the management and tracking
of non-sprayable items associated with
mixing (i.e. masking tape, safety supplies,
etc), select “Yes” in the Enable Stock
Room Tracking section.
Enable Web Interface/Download Catalog File:
Selecting “Yes” in this section displays the Web
Interface Information section (shown right) that allows
for the configuration of SmartTrak IV to retrieve Catalog
Files from a location on the Internet.
Enable Import Catalog File/Jobber Interface:
Enabling this feature displays a link within the Stock
Control module that allows the jobber to import a
Catalog File from a local source such as a pen drive or
other removable media.
Purchase Order Format: This section allows the shop
to configure the format of the Purchase Order Numbers
generated by SmartTrak automatically or by the user
manually.
Setup Stock Control Locations
Stock Control Locations, such as a mixing
room for your paint products and a stock room
for your non-sprayable, paint-related products,
can be set up to manage the various types of
items in the shop’s inventory.

“Add”: Add a new stock control location.
“Delete”: Delete a selected stock control location.
“Setup Users”: Setup new users and assign them to the certain locations.
Clicking on the “Setup Users” button brings up the User Configuration screen covered in
the Security section of this manual. For more information, please refer to that section.
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Update/Cust.Data
The Update/Cust.Data tab within the System
module will allow the shop to configure
SmartTrak IV for Automatic Updates.

By

default, Automatic Updates are disabled, but
can be turned on by clicking on “EBE Settings”.

General Settings
In SmartTrak IV, software updates can be done
automatically online or manually via CDROM or
a Zip file.
Update Type: Traditionally, an update CD is put
into the drive and run from the menu that popsup, but if a zip file containing an update has
been saved to a USB pen drive, then the
“Offline Update” button can be used. Clicking
on this button brings up a Browse window that
allows for the location of the zip file to be
specified.
Selecting “Automatic” in the Update Type
section will display additional tabs at the top of
the EBE Settings window (shown below).

These

tabs

present

additional

configuration settings for connecting to
the Internet to download updates and
scheduling the time at which SmartTrak
IV will check for software updates
(shown below).
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Manage Licenses: The Manage Licenses tab
in the EBE Settings window displays the types
of license and their respective expiration dates.
This screen also shows the Customer Number,
the Serial Number, and Activation Number
stored in the system. When a license is within
one month of expiration, SmartTrak IV will popup messages stating to call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593 to receive a new
activation code to extend the expiration date. A new activation key will be generated based
upon the Serial Number given to the Help Desk representative, which can then be entered
into boxes lettered A – F.

Custom Data Directory Location

The primary purpose of this screen is to allow the user to change the data directory location
when sharing data between multiple systems running SmartTrak IV. For assistance setting
up SmartTrak IV to share data across a network with multiple workstations, please call the
SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593. Please note, in body shops where an existing
network is set up on a domain, it may be necessary to involve the local I.T. support
technician in order to connect the new SmartTrak system with the domain. This path does not
need to be changed for single computer installations. Unless otherwise advised by a Help
Desk representative, this directory location should be left at its default setting.
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BSM Interface
This

screen

allows

the

user

to

configure SmartTrak IV to interface
with other body shop management
systems.
import

and

Doing so enables the
export

of

job

cost

information to and from SmartTrak IV.
Checking the “Enable Bodyshop
Management Interface” box turns on
the configuration options (shown in
the upper right).
Pour File Directory Location: This lets the user define to which directory the mixing data is
exported by SmartTrak IV. Clicking on the “Browse” button (shown right) will bring up a
window from which you can choose the location to export the SmartTrak data.
Plain Text Format: Enabling this option saves the data in a plain text format as opposed to
an XML format. The shop may need to enable this depending on the management system
being used.
Also Create Pour File for Each Job: Turning on this feature configures SmartTrak IV to
create an individual pour file for each mix done. Some management systems require this in
order to import data from SmartTrak IV. If you are unsure if this is necessary, please consult
the reference material for your particular management system.

Enable Job Information Import:
Checking the “Enable Job Information Import”
box displays a list of management systems from
which SmartTrak IV can import job information.
Auto Import Jobs: Checking this box will set
SmartTrak IV to automatically import jobs when
new data is saved to the data directory location
by the shop’s management system.
Data Directory Location Section: This is where the user defines the directories from which
SmartTrak IV will import job information data. The shop’s management system’s reference
materials should specify where the default directory location is to which the data is exported.
“Set Location” button: Use this button to change the directory from which data is imported.
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Inventory
The Inventory module of SmartTrak IV
contains all paint products currently sold
by BASF. It is designed to assist in stock
management

and

contains

several

functions in this regard. Pricing levels, onhand amounts, and item purchase sizes
can all be easily adjusted in this module.
The inventory can also be customized so
that associate products such as tape,
sandpaper, and cleaner can be tracked
along with paint items.

The ability to

process orders for stock replenishment is
also available in this module.

Please

note, the Master Stock Room Data
should be configured prior to managing
your shop’s inventory for the first time in
order to set up Suppliers, Categories,
and Manufacturers within SmartTrak IV.

Item Maintenance
The Item Maintenance window allows the
user to search for and filter various criteria,
such as Product ID, Paint Line, Stock
Control Type and Category in order to
more easily locate items within the shop’s
inventory.
“View” Drop-down Menu: This drop-down menu allows the user to select between any of
the locations configured within the Stock Control tab within the System module.
Shown below is a table displaying the buttons at the bottom of the screen and their functions:
Add [F3]

Delete [F4]

Package View

Pricing

Modify [F5]

Take Snapshot

Make Adjustment

Print [F12]
Return to Main Menu
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All View:
This view displays all items, both
sprayable

and

non-sprayable

paint-related items, but the display
can be filtered using the various
search

criteria

number,
type,

such

description,

paint

line,

or

as

item

inventory
product

category.
Item: A specific item number can be entered to quickly locate a product within the inventory
Description: Entering keywords of a product will bring up all items with similar descriptions
Inventory Type: This pull-down menu allows the list to be restricted to only on particular
type of product (shown above).
Line: Shops using more than one paint line can filter the list to display only one paint line by
selecting it from the drop-down menu
Category: The Category pull-down menu will display a list of product categories as defined
in the Master Stock Room Data tab.
Active Only: Checking this box restricts the display to show only those products already set
as active within the shop’s inventory.
Take Snapshot: This button allows the user to create a “snapshot” of the inventory, which
presents a record of the current on-hand amounts for the bases in your stock.
Print: Use this button to generate a print-out of all the products presently listed.
Mix Room
The Item Maintenance screen has two views:
Package View & Pricing. By default, the Item
Maintenance window will display the Package
View, but the user can switch easily between
them by clicking on the buttons at the bottom
of this screen (shown right).
Search Criteria Section: The search criteria
for this and other screens within the Inventory module are
virtually the same. For a description of each, refer to the section
on titled “All View” in the preceding pages.

Click to switch
between views

Package Size & Pricing buttons: Clicking on these buttons shifts the display between
showing the active package sizes and the costs of each item.
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Show Active Products with no Supplier:
Enabling this checkbox filters the list to
display only those items that have not yet
been assigned a supplier.

Additional

suppliers can be configured within the
Master Stock Room Data tab (at the top).
Add [F3]: The Add [F3] button allows the
user to create a new item in the inventory.
Clicking this button brings up the Add
Item window (shown right) in which the
product’s details can be specified. Follow
the steps below to enter the item properly:
First, enter the Item Code in the Item
Code field, then select the appropriate
Paint Line from the drop-down box. Then
choose an Item Category and Supplier, if
this information has already been configured in the Master Stock Room Data screen. Now, a
descriptive comment can be entered into the Description field, after which a Manufacturer can
be chosen from the list. If a new product can be used for more than one paint line, put checks
into the boxes to the left of those to be enabled in the Secondary Paint Lines section.
Once the basic details have been entered, the Paint Product Information section can be
completed.

The information for the Density, Non-volatile Percentage (NV%), Water

Percentage, and the VOC content can be obtained from the product’s Technical Data Sheet.
After all of the information for the product has been entered, the user can click the Add
Package Size button at the bottom of the screen to create a new size in which the item can be
purchased. Multiple package sizes can be created by clicking Add Package Size as many
times as necessary. However, only one package size can be set as active.

Each time the Add New Package Size button is clicked, a blank line is added wherein the size
and costing details can be entered, as shown above. Double-clicking in each field allows the
user to type in a value or select one from a list. On-hand amounts will be deducted only from the
package size enabled as “Active” when mixing formulas using this product.
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Modify (F5): To make changes to an
existing item, click first on the product to
be adjusted, then click on the Modify [F5]
button to bring up the item’s properties.

Nearly identical to the Add New Item
window, the Modify Item screen displays
the properties of the product being
modified. In the same manner shown
above, a new package size is added by
clicking on the Add New Package Size
button at the bottom, if necessary. Be sure
to save any changes made to the item by
clicking Apply [F7] before returning to the
previous screen.
Delete [F4]: Click on this button after
selecting an item to remove it from the
inventory.
Set Data Default Values in the Table:
Groups of items displayed using the
search criteria can have their default
values set at the click of a button. After
bringing up the items to be modified, the
default values can be entered in
the upper right of the screen, then
click on the Set Defaults [F8] button.

Be sure to save any changes made in this screen by hitting “Apply”, then “Yes” to Save
Changes when done configuring the inventory in SmartTrak IV.
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Weigh In: This column contains buttons
that allow the user to weigh the amount of
paint product in each can.
First, click on the Weigh In [F2] button
(shown left) to weigh the desired item.

If there are full, unopened cans of a product in the inventory,
the number of cans should be entered in the Full Cans
section.

The can tare weights must be configured in SmartTrak IV the
first time the inventory is set up. To do so, click on the Set
Can Tare Weights [F3] button (shown far right).

The Tare Can Maintenance window allows the user
to specify the exact weight of each clean, empty
container (and its corresponding lid) used within the
shop.
Once

wiped

free

of

excess

material,

empty

containers can be put on the scale to be weighed.
Thereafter, this “tare weight” can be entered in this
screen by double-clicking in the field to be modified.
Sizes can be created or removed by clicking on the
Add or Remove buttons at the bottom of the screen.

Be sure to save changes by clicking on the Apply [F7] button.
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Once the can tare weights have been properly
configured, the inventory can be weighed to a very high
degree of accuracy.

To weigh an open can, first select the size of the
container from the drop-down list (shown right).

The container of product can then be put on the scale
to determine its weight.

The user can choose to include the weight of the lid, if
the can being weighed is currently lidded.
Clicking on the Apply [F7] will subtract the weight of
the can selected (and its lid, if checked), then return
to the main Inventory screen (shown below).

Always be sure to save changes frequently by clicking on
Apply [F7], then “Yes” to “Save Changes?”.
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Make Adjustment:
To bill out an inventory item to an
RO# manually, click on the Make
Adjustment button to bring up a
window that allows the user to
manually modify the inventory in the
shop (shown right).

When first opened, the window is empty. To
locate an item, enter its code in the box at
the top, then click on the Start Search [F2]
button.
Clicking on the Start Seach [F2] button
without entering an item number brings up
the entire inventory list from which an item
can be selected (shown below).

Item numbers or descriptive keywords can then
be used to locate items in the list.

Once the item has been located, select it
for modification by clicking or pressing
the Ok [F7] button.
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The

user

will

then

be

returned

to

the

Adjustment screen showing the details of the
item to be modified (shown right).
The item can now be billed to a job number by
selecting “Charge to RO” in the To: field.
The adjustment quantity and job number can
then be entered in the fields or selected from the
drop-down menu.
Clicking on the Apply [F7] button in the lower right of the Adjustments window
(shown in the upper right) finalizes the modifications to the items in the inventory.
When the Apply [F7] button is pressed, the following windows are displayed.

Click “Yes”, then “Ok”, to save the manual adjustment to the item (shown below).

SmartTrak IV will then return to the Mix Room view of the Inventory reflecting the
adjustment made to the item (shown below).
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Inventory Pricing
The Item Maintenance screen has two views:
Package View & Pricing. By default, the Item
Maintenance window will display the Package
View, but the user can switch easily between
them by clicking on the buttons at the bottom of
this screen (shown right).
Clicking on the Pricing button slides the columns over and
displays addition pricing options (shown below).

Click to switch
between views

“Set Your Costs From List Prices” Section: The default prices in SmartTrak IV are based
on the latest pricing information in the BASF Refinisher’s Price Book. The refinisher’s prices,
shown in the List Price column, can have a margin applied to it to accurately reflect the
prices paid by the shop per inventory item, which is shown in the Cost column. For example,
if the shop purchases all products at a 10% above refinisher’s prices, the Cost column will
reflect prices that are 10% higher than the List Price column.
Enter the amount to mark up or down, using a
negative sign (-) when applying a discount, then
click on the Set Margin [F8] button.
As an additional feature, the user can check the
box labelled “Always Update Cost” to ensure
that all products newly added during updates
have the same margin applied to them as the
rest of the inventory.
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Additional Pricing Functions:
The

user

can

add

and

remove

package sizes using the buttons at the
bottom of the screen. For details on
doing so, refer to pages 28 & 29.

Export Prices: This button allows the
pricing in SmartTrak IV to be exported
for replication on another system.
Clicking on the Export Prices button
brings up the Catalog Management
window (shown right).
Import Prices: Prices are imported in a similar way they are exported. Clicking on the Price
Import button brings up the Catalog Management window, which allows the import file to be
located by clicking on the Browse button. Once the import file location is specified, the user
clicks on the Start Import from File button. The option to import Active Package Sizes allows
the user to automatically turn on only the items set as “Active” in the price list.

The newly imported prices will be displayed in the “List Price” column. Further adjustments
can be made manually by double-clicking in the box, then entering the desired information.
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Set Active: The active package size for each product
within the inventory can be configured easily by clicking
on the Set Active button (shown left). Several options
are available in the Set Defaults window:
“Manual Select Active Package Sizes”: Selected by
default, this option allows the user to pick which package
sizes are active individually.
“Default to Highest Cost per Package”: This option will
activate the package sizes with the highest cost per
package, which is usually the smallest package size.
“Default to Lowest Cost Package Size”: Choosing this
option will activate the package size with the lowest costs
per package, typically the largest package size.
“Set Common Sizes”: This option will turn on the
inventory package sizes commonly used by most shops.

After selecting an option for setting default package sizes,
the Apply [F7] button can be clicked to apply the desired
option.

A status indicator will display the progress as

SmartTrak IV saves the changes to the inventory.

Package Sizes can be easily tweaked to the specific
needs of the shop. If a particular product is purchased in
an atypical size, it can be turned on simply by clicking on the “X” in the Active column to
change it to a check mark. After that, the incorrect package size can be turned off by clicking
on the appropriate check mark in the Active column.

Be sure to click on Apply [F7] to save any changes made to the inventory.
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Take Snapshot: The Take Snapshot button (shown left) allows the user to display a summary of
the on-hand amounts and the associated cost of each item in the inventory.

Please note, the Inventory Snapshot is available to print through the Reports module under
the Stock Control Section.

Print: Clicking on the Print [F12] button (shown left) in the lower right will bring up the following
reports, depending on whether the Package Size or Pricing view, is currently being displayed.

These reports can then be sent directly to a printer by clicking on the Print button in the
upper left, or it can be exported to a USB thumb drive by clicking on the Save button and
choosing the location which to save the file.
When the “view” drop-down in the upper right of
the Inventory screen is set to Mix Room, the
reports shown above will be displayed when the
Print [F12] is clicked. When All View is selected,
the report shown to the right will be displayed. The
report that most appropriately suits the needs of
the shop can then be printed for their records.

To go back to the inventory, simply click on the Close button in the upper right.
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Order Processing
Three tabs are displayed at the top of the
Order Processing window, allowing the user
to select between displays of new orders,
existing orders, and order sheets. Switching
between views is done by clicking on the
tab for the corresponding view desired.

New Order:
New orders can be created in several
different ways.
Min/Max Order: An order is generated from
the minimum and maximum order points set
for each active item in the inventory.
Order Sheet Order: This option creates an
order from a pre-configured Order Sheet.
Blank Order: Selecting this option creates a
blank order to which items can be added
manually.
Wizard Order: Selecting the Wizard Order
type displays the wizard options (shown
right) that are used to compute the stock
needed for the order. The user can adjust
the numbers to suit the shop’s preferences.
Generate Order: After the Location has been specified and the Order Type has been
selected, the new order is created by clicking on the Generate Order button. The status
indicator (shown below) will be displayed in the lower left hand corner of the screen as
SmartTrak IV generates the order based on the user’s preferences.

Manual adjustments can be made once the
order has been created. To add an item to
the order, click on the Add [F3] button, then
fill in the item’s details. To remove an item,
select the item to delete from the order, then
click on the Delete [F4] button.
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Print [F12]:

To print a hard copy of the

order, simply click the Print [F12] button in
the lower right. A preview of the report will
then be displayed, after which it can be sent
to the printer by clicking on the Print button in
the upper left (shown right).

On Order: When creating orders, it can help
to view all of the items currently on order in
one screen.

Clicking on the On Order

button (shown left) will bring up the Items On
Order window displaying which items have
already

been

ordered

and

their

corresponding order quantities. Be sure to
select a Location before clicking on the On
Order button.

The Items On Order window simply allows
the user to check to see which items have
already been ordered so as to prevent
duplicate orders of items in the inventory. No
changes can be made in this window. Click
on the Escape (Esc) button in the lower left to
return to the previous window.
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View All Orders:
This tab displays all of the orders that have
already been created in SmartTrak IV.

In

this window, open orders can be modified
and sent orders can be received back into
inventory.
Save Order [F7]: An order can be saved for
later modification by clicking on the Save
Order [F7] button in the lower right.

This

leaves the order “unsent” and keeps it open
for adjustments to be made later in the View
All Orders tab.
Send Order: When an order is finalized and
ready to be sent to the distributor to be filled,
the user should click on the Send Order
button in the lower right. The Send Order
Confirmation window will then be displayed.
The user then selects the Ship Method from
the drop-down list, then finalizes the order by
clicking on the Ok [F7] button.

After an

order is sent, no further additions or
modifications can be made. The user is then
returned to the View All Orders screen now
showing the status of the order changed to
“Ack”, which means the order has been
acknowledged by the paint supplier.
Receive Order: When the items on order
have arrived at the shop, the inventory levels
can be easily rectified to reflect the addition
of new stock. Simply click on the Receive
Order button in the lower right to add the
ordered quantities back into the inventory onhand amounts for the corresponding items.
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Back-Ordering Items: If less than the anticipated amount of any
given item arrives with the order, the remaining stock can be backordered for receipt into SmartTrak IV at a later date. After clicking on
the Receive Order button, the amounts received for each item can
be adjusted where necessary by double-clicking in the Rec. Qty field
and entering the amount received. After changing the received
quantity field for the appropriate backordered items, the received stock is saved
into the inventory by clicking on the Save
Order [F7] button.

The Save Order

window (shown upper-right)

allows a

comment to be entered before clicking
Apply [F7]. When the remaining quantity
has been received, that amount is entered
into the Rec. Qty field, then applied by
clicking on the Save Order [F7] button
again.

Once the entire order has been

received, the order should be closed so no
further modifications can be made by
clicking on the Close Order button (shown
left).
Filter Order Section:

The section near

the top allows the user to refine the display
of orders to meet the criteria selected in
the available fields allowing for past orders
to be located quickly.
Create Order Sheet:

When a group of

items are going to be ordered regularly, an
order sheet can be created as a template
for reordering more paint stock easily in
the future. Simply select the order from
which an order sheet should be created,
then click on the Create Order Sheet
button (shown left). An order sheet name and comment can be entered in the window that is
then displayed, after which the order sheet is finalized by clicking Save [F7]. Existing Order
Sheets can be modified in the Order Sheets tab at the top of the screen.
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Order Sheets
The Order Sheets tab at the top of the
Order Processing window allows the user
to create, modify, and delete Order Sheets
for use in ordering sets of items.

Create New Order Sheet: A new, blank Order Sheet can be
created by clicking on the New Order Sheet button. This brings
up a window (shown left) that allows a name and comment to be
entered, after which Ok [F7] can be clicked.

The newly-created, blank order sheet will then be displayed in
the Order Sheets window, as shown below.

Adding Items to an Order Sheet:

New

order sheets not created from an existing
order will contain no items until they are
added manually using the Add [F3] button.
Clicking on this button brings up the Select
Item window (shown below).

As many or as few items as necessary can
be added to an Order Sheet to customize it to
the specific needs of the shop.
After an item has been added to the Order
Sheet, the quantity to order can be modified
by double-clicking in the Quantity field, then
entering the amount desired (shown below).
Save Order Sheet: Clicking on the Save
Order Sheet [F7] button may bring up a
confirmation window. Click “Yes” to save.
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Printing An Order Sheet:

Any Order

Sheet can be printed simply by selecting the
desired sheet, then clicking on the Print
[F12] button.

Export Order Sheet:

Suppliers who

frequently order the same products for
multiple SmartTrak IV shops can export
Order Sheets to be used at other locations.
Clicking on the Export Order Sheet button
(shown left) will bring up a Browse window
that allows the user to specify the name and
location (such as a USB pen drive) to which
to save the Order Sheet.

Import Order Sheet: When an Order Sheet has been created at another SmartTrak IV shop
and the supplier wishes to re-order similar sets of items at each SmartTrak IV location, the
saved Order Sheets can easily be imported from a removable media such as a USB pen
drive or CDROM by clicking on the Import Order Sheet button (NOT SHOWN). A window
similar to the Browse window (shown upper-right) will allow the user to locate and import the
Order Sheets needed.
Deleting an Existing Order Sheet: When
a set of products will no longer be ordered
as a group or if a shop has switched paint
lines, existing Order Sheets can be deleted
by clicking on the Delete Order Sheet [F6]
button.
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Master Stock Room Data
The Master Stock Room Data screen allows
the shop to define information such as Item
Categories,
Suppliers,

OEM
and

Manufacturers,
Item

SKU

Paint

numbers.

Typically, configuration of this screen is
done once, just prior to setting up the
shop’s

inventory

on-hand

amounts.

Doing so will allow the user to specify which
items are associated with each category,
manufacturer, and supplier.
Category Maintenance
This window allows the user to define
various categories to which items in the
inventory can be assigned. Doing so will
allow for orders of all one type of product to
be created with ease.
Add Category: Click on the Add [F3] button or click in the Code field to add a new category
to SmartTrak IV. Up to four numbers or letters can be used for the Code, whereas the Name
can be as long as necessary. Apply the changes made by clicking on the Save [F7] button.
Modify Category: An existing category can be modified simply by clicking on the desired
category to change, then clicking on the Modify Category [F5] button. Once finished making
changes, apply them by clicking Save [F7].
Delete Category: To remove a category, select it from the list, then click on Delete [F4].

Manufacturer Maintenance
By

default,

SmartTrak

IV

has

two

manufacturers available; RM & GLASURIT.
When additional manufacturers need to be
added to the system, the Manufacturer
Maintenance window will allow the shop to
add them into SmartTrak IV.
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Add Manufacturer: Clicking on the Add [F3]
button or clicking in the Code field, then
entering

the

information

before

saving

changes, will add a new manufacturer to
SmartTrak IV.
Modify

Manufacturer:

An

existing

manufacturer can be modified simply by
clicking on the desired manufacturer to
change,

then

clicking

on

the

Modify

Manufacturer [F5] button (shown right).
Once finished making changes, apply them
by clicking Save [F7].
Delete

Manufacturer:

To

remove

a

manufacturer, select it from the list, then click
on Delete [F4].

Supplier Maintenance
SmartTrak IV allows the shop to configure
multiple paint suppliers if necessary. Clicking
on the Supplier Maintenance button will
bring up the Supplier Maintenance window
(shown below) where this information can be
configured. By default, no suppliers will be
present when first configuring SmartTrak IV.

Add Supplier: Clicking on the Add [F3]
button or clicking in the Code field, then
entering the relevant information before
saving changes, will add a new supplier to
SmartTrak IV.
Modify Supplier: An existing supplier can
be modified simply by clicking on the desired
supplier to change, then clicking on the
Modify Supplier [F5] button (shown left).
Once finished making changes, apply them
by clicking Save [F7].
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Once the shop’s supplier(s) have been
configured and saved, pressing the Escape
[Esc] button will return to the Master Stock
Room Data screen (shown below).

SKU Info. Update:
Clicking on the SKU Info. Update button will
bring up a window (shown below) that allows
the user to make adjustments to the SKU
numbers associated with the items in the
inventory.
Set Data Default Values in the Table:
This section allows multiple items to be
adjusted at once. All items currently listed
on the screen will be modified when the Set
Defaults button is clicked, so first be sure to
pull up the items in need of modification
using the Search Criteria in the upper left.

Set Default Values: Once the defaults have
been selected from the pull-down lists (shown
right), the Set Defaults button can be clicked
to apply the changes. Be sure to save any
changes made in this window by clicking on
Apply [F7] in the lower right.

Changes made to the defaults will then be
reflected in the list.

Further modifications to

items can be made by adjusting the necessary
attributes for each product individually.
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Change Link: By default, each item in the Mixing
Room is linked to a corresponding item in the Stock
Room. To modify this link, click on the item, then
the Link Packages button (previous page, lower
right) to bring up the Change Item Link window.
Clicking on the Change Link button (highlighted)
will display the Search Mixing Room section. The Find box will allow the user to
enter an item code before clicking on the Search button (shown left) to locate items
within the inventory. Once the appropriate item is selected, the modified link is saved
by clicking on the Update Link button in the lower right of the Link Packages window.

Print Barcode Label:

The shop can

easily generate a print-out of barcoded
labels for their inventory by clicking on the
Print Barcode Label [F12] button.

Print Preview: Every report in SmartTrak
IV will have the same buttons at the top.
These provide the ability to save the report
to a removable media or simply view the
report on the screen.

If a printer is

attached to the PC, clicking on the Print
button in the upper left will print out a hard
copy for the shop’s records.
Once the Master Stock Room Data has been properly configured, the screen will look
somewhat like the example below. If you have difficulty or questions about configuring any
part of SmartTrak IV, please call the Help Desk at 800-227-3593.
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Job Cost
The Job Cost module allows the shop to
create, modify, and manage jobs done in
SmartTrak IV.

Clicking on Job Cost

brings up the Job Costing window
(shown below).

Job Management
By default, SmartTrak IV will display a list of
all jobs present because the Search Criteria
have not yet been adjusted to filter the
results showing.
Search Criteria: Each of the available dropdown lists can have values selected to
narrow down the list of Jobs displayed in the
middle of the screen to ease the process of
locating a particular RO#.

Once a Job

Number has been selected from the list, the
Job Details will show up in the lower half of
the screen (shown right).
Modify Job: Selecting the RO# in the list of
Job Numbers will show the details of the job,
after which the information can be modified.
Be sure to save changes by clicking on
Apply [F7] when done modifying the RO#.
Add Job Number:

To create a new Job

Number from scratch, simply click on the
Add Job Number [F3] button. A blank RO#
shows up in the list along with fields to enter
the details of the RO# (shown right). The
user defines each field by entering the
information or selecting it from a pull-down
menu.
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Insurance Company: SmartTrak IV has the
ability to assign specific Job Numbers to
insurance companies configured within the
system.

Click on the Add Insurance

Company button (shown left) to open a
window

in

which

Insurance

Company

information can be managed.
Add Insurance Company: By default, no
insurance company information is present
within SmartTrak IV (shown right). Click on
Add [F3] to create a new insurance
company, then enter the information on the
right-hand side before clicking on Apply [F7]
to save the changes made.
Modify Insurance Company: Selecting an
insurance company from the list, then
clicking on the Modify [F5] button allows the
company information to be adjusted. Save
any changes made by clicking on Apply
[F7].
Delete Insurance Company: Removing an
insurance

company

that

is

no

longer

necessary is as easy as selecting it from the
list, then clicking on the Remove [F6].
Escape

[Esc]:

Once

the

Insurance

Company information is configured as the
shop needs it, the user can return to the Job
Management screen by clicking on the
Escape [Esc] button.
Insurance Company Drop-Down:

Once

the

been

insurance

companies

have

configured in SmartTrak IV, they can be
assigned to each Job Number by selecting
the appropriate insurance company from the
list (shown right).
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Work Assignments: When security has
been configured within SmartTrak IV, each
RO# can be assigned to employees within
the system.
Add Work Assignment: Clicking on the
Add button (shown left) inserts a blank line
in which a new work assignment can be
defined.

Each job can have multiple

assignments

when

responsibility

for

various aspects of the job is divided
among different individuals in the shop, as
shown in the upper right.
Remove Work Assignment: To delete a
line item in the Work Assignment section,
simply click on the row to be removed,
then click on the Remove Assignment
button (shown left).
Job Remarks:

Clicking on the Job

Remarks button opens a blank window in
which miscellaneous job information can
be entered, as shown to the right.
Warranty:

Shops that warranty their

repairs can configure the details by clicking
on the Warranty button (shown left).

A

standard warranty can be copied and
pasted in from another document, then
made available for later by clicking the
Save as Default Text button. The vehicle
in the upper-right hand corner has checkboxes that allow the shop to specify which
portions of the vehicle are covered by the
warranty.

Clicking on the Print button

brings up a preview of the warranty,
allowing the body shop manager to print a
hard-copy when necessary.
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Estimator: If an insurance estimator has
been assigned to the RO#, the individual’s
name can be entered in the Estimator
field.
Close Jobs Older Than: Multiple RO#’s
can be closed when no further changes are
to be made to older jobs that have been
completed. To close all job numbers older
than a given number of days, simply enter
a numeric value in the box, then click on the
Close Group button (shown left).
Save Job: After changes have been made
to a job within SmartTrak IV, the user
should save them by clicking on the Apply
button (shown right).
Cancel Changes: To undo any changes made to a job, the Cancel Changes button can be
clicked prior to saving the changes made to revert back to its original state.

Costing Details
The Costing Details tab allows the body
shop manager to bill-out cost templates
and individual items to each RO# already
saved within the SmartTrak IV system.
Selecting an RO# from the Job No. dropdown list will bring up the details for that
particular job.

Additional job information

that had been created and saved in the Job
Management tab will be displayed in the
upper right.
Add Item: Clicking on the Add Item [F5]
button will bring up a window from which an
Inventory or Miscellaneous Item option
can be chosen.
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When the Inventory Item [F5] option is selected,
the Add Item window (shown right) will allow the
user to locate the product by filtering the list using
the fields at the top before entering the quantity of
the item to bill to the job number.

As many or as few items as necessary can
be added to a job.

Adjustments can be

made by double-clicking on the field to
modify, then entering the new value before
clicking on Save Changes [F7].

Selecting the option to Add Misc. Item [F3] will create a blank
row in which custom values can be entered to bill out a special
item not present in the shop’s inventory.

The user simply

clicks in each column of the newly added line item, then enters
the value desired (shown below).
Deleting an Item:

To remove an

unwanted product from the RO# currently
selected, simply click on the item to
remove, then click on the Remove Item
[F6] button (shown left).

Adding a Cost Template: To bill-out a
predefined set of items already configured
as a template within the Cost Template
tab,

simply click

on the

Add

Cost

Template button (shown left), then select
the desired cost template from the window
that opens up (shown right).
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Mix Accuracy and Costs: The shop can
generate

a

report

that

shows

how

accurately any given job was poured.
Clicking on the Mix Accuracy and Costs
button (shown left) brings up a report
(shown below) that can be printed or
exported to a removable media.
Print Job Cost by Job Number:

When an

insurance company needs a Job Cost report, but a
shop wants to apply an additional markup, they can
do so using the Print [F12] button in the lower left.
Clicking Print [F12] brings up a window (shown
below) in which an additional markup/markdown can
be applied.

Clicking

OK

after

entering

the

desired

markup/markdown will bring up the Job Cost by
Job Number report (shown below).
Whatever value is entered in the markup/markdown
window above will remain in this field for the next time
the body shop manager prints a Job Cost by Job
Number report. Entering “0” zero will display a report
showing the shop’s true job cost when the inventory
pricing is set to accurately reflect what the shop pays
for each product.

Print Column on Report:

To change which pricing

column is used when generating the Job Cost by Job
Number report, click on the Toggle Print Cost/Price [F8]
button (shown left).
Set Job Margin: The Set Job Margin button allows the
body shop manager too manually adjust the margin on
any currently selected RO#. The Set Job Margin window
allows a Job Margin or Paint Materials Allowance to be
set, and also an insurance company can be assigned at
this time.
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Close & Re-Open RO# buttons: Further
modifications and additions to an RO# can
be prevented by clicking on the Close RO#
button (shown left). The RO# can then be
found under the View Closed Jobs section
of the Costing Details window (shown right).
Clicking Re-Open RO# button (shown left)
when a closed RO is selected will re-open it.

Be sure to apply any changes made in the Cost Template tab by clicking on the Save
Changes [F7] button, then clicking “Yes” to apply the changes. If further assistance is
required, please call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593.
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Cost Template
The Cost Template tab allows the user to
create,

modify,

and

customize

cost

templates that can be added to open RO#’s
to recover the cost of non-sprayable items
used to complete each job.
General Template: By default, SmartTrak
IV has a predefined General cost template
that bills out associated products at a ratio
of 30%:70% to the cost of paint within each
Job. This percentage can be adjusted to
suit the shop’s preferences by doubleclicking on the value of the line item to be
changed, then entering in the new numeric
value. Be sure to save any changes made
by clicking on Apply [F7].

Set Back to Recommended %:

If

changes have been made to the General
Template, the Set Back to Recommended
% button will revert the values to their
original defaults.

Add Template: To add a new cost
template, click on the Add Template
button. In the window that opens up, the
new cost template can be given a name.
Change Template Name: If modifications
to an existing template require the name to
be adjusted, the Change Template Name
button can be used to do so.
Add Item: Custom cost templates can be
built by clicking on the Add Item button.
The Add Item window (shown next page)
will then be displayed.
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Adding an Item:

To quickly add an item to a

custom cost template, enter either a part number or
description into the fields at the top of the window,
then select the desired item by clicking on it.
Clicking on the Apply [F7] button will add it to the
template being created.
Once an item has been added to a cost template,
the quantity billed-out per template can be adjusted
by double-clicking in the field and changing it to the
desired amount.
When a shop tracks inventory on-hand amounts for
non-sprayable items, a checkmark should be placed
in the option to Automatically Deduct Stock Level
when Template is Used in a Job. Doing so will
allow for these items to easily be reordered through
their Min/Max order points in the Inventory module.
Deleting an Item: To remove an individual
item from within a cost template, choose
the product to remove, then click on the
Delete Item button at the bottom.

Delete

Template:

To

remove

cost

templates that are no longer necessary,
select the template from the drop-down list,
then click on the Delete Template button
in the upper right.
Be sure to apply any changes made in the Cost Template tab by clicking on the Save
Changes [F7] button, then clicking “Yes” to apply the changes. If further assistance is
required, please call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593.
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Information
The Information button on the main menu
of SmartTrak IV has a submenu with four
sub

categories;

Colour

Information,

TDS/MSDS, and Product Demonstration.

Color Information
Selecting the Color Information option
from the Information submenu will display
a loading screen (shown right) prior to
opening the online BASF Automotive
Refinish Color Information Library.

This online database provides access to
additional color information such as the
base statistics of all the BASF refinish
products, an Identification Plate Locator
tool, as well as a Tinting Guide.

Identification Plate Locator: Clicking on
the Identification Plate Locator option
from the menu will display a list from which
the user can select a manufacturer to view
the location of its identification plates.
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The Identification Plate Locator tool is
useful when searching for paint codes
and other information on new or foreign
vehicles.

Base Statistics:

Clicking on the Base

Statistics tool on the menu will display
Paint Line and Manufacturer drop-down
menus from which the user can choose in
order to obtain the base statistics.

As an example, the screen shown to the
right displays the base statistics for all the
Onyx-HD bases for the manufacturer
General Motors.
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Tinting Guide: The online BASF Color
Information

Library

also

contains

a

Tinting Guide, available from the main
menu,

for

the

user’s

convenience.

Clicking on it will display a Paint Line
drop-down box (shown right) that will
allow the user to select the paint line with
which he is currently working.

A detailed Tinting Guide is available for
each of the BASF Automotive Refinish
Paint Lines. To zoom in on the image,
use the menus at the top of your browser
or the Zoom Tool in the lower right-hand
corner.

When finished with the online BASF
Color Information Library, simply close
out of the browser window to return to
SmartTrak IV.

A small status window

(shown right) may be displayed briefly
before being sent back to the main menu
of SmartTrak IV
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TDS/MSDS
Clicking

on

Information

TDS/MSDS
submenu

will

from

the

give

the

SmartTrak user access to Technical Data
Sheets and Material Safety Data Sheets,
as well as other BASF product bulletins.

The fields at the top of the TDS/MSDS
main screen (shown right) allow the user to
find the specific product for which a TDS or
MSDS is needed.

Pressing the Toggle

[F3] button or clicking on one of the 3
options; TDS, MSDS, or Other, will allow
the user to pull up the information sought.

As an example, the MSDS for the product
“UR50” is found by using the fields at the
top, then opened by clicking on the desired
item listed on the screen (shown right).

When SmartTrak IV cannot locate the TDS
or MSDS file on the user’s system, a popup window (shown right) gives the user the
option to change the location from which
these data sheets are opened. Clicking
“Yes” will open a window in which the
proper

TDS/MSDS

location

can

be

specified; typically the PC’s CD-ROM drive.
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When the proper TDS/MSDS location has
been set in SmartTrak IV, the TDS and
MSDS information will open in an Adobe
Acrobat Reader window (shown right)
allowing the user to print or export it to a
removable media, when necessary.

Technical Data Sheets and Material Safety
Data Sheets are also available online
through BASFrefinish.com or through
facsimile from the BASF Colormatching
Lab at 800-758-2273.

Product Demonstration
Clicking on Product Demonstration from
the Information submenu will grant access
to the latest information about SmartTrak
IV.

A window will present the user with two
options (shown above).

Clicking on the

What’s New button will bring up the
Release Notes for the current version of
SmartTrak IV (shown right).
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Clicking on the View Button Legend
button on the Product Demonstration
option window will open a PDF containing
an image and description of every button
within SmartTrak IV. This legend can then
be printed for easy reference later.

Formula
To search for paint codes and mix paint,
click on the Formula module from the main
menu (shown right).

Search Color
The Search Color tab within the Formula
module allows the user to search for paint
formulas using a code or by specifying the
attributes of the formula using the dropdown boxes at the top (shown right).

When a paint code has been obtained
from the vehicle, simply entering it into the
Code field at the top,then clicking on the
the Start Search [F2] button will bring up
relevant matches. The user can then
select the formula to mix before choosing a
Paint Line and a Variant from the boxes
near the bottom of the screen (shown
right) before clicking Next [F12] to display
the formula.
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Searching for Formulas:
Finding a formula can be as easy as
entering the paint code in the Code field,
then hitting “Enter” or [F2] on the keyboard
or clicking on the Start Search [F2] button.
However, when a paint code is unknown,
the user can specify the details of the
vehicle in order to find the paint formula
desired. To clear the search criteria
quickly, click on the Reset [F5] button
(shown left).
Color Tool Lookup:

If the user has a

ColorMax chip number for a particular
formula, the Color Tool Lookup button
(shown left) will open a window that allows
for color tool reference numbers to be
found easily.

If only part of a color tool

reference number is known, an asterisk (*)
can be used as a wildcard to broaden the
search results (shown right). To view or
print a list of the Color Tool Numbers
currently listed on the screen, click on the
Print [F12] button (shown left).

A report will be generated displaying a list
of all the Color Tools and the update in
which each was released. If a Color Tool
does not have a reference to an update
number, it was released with the original
deck. If a replacement chip or update is
needed, they can be obtained from the
BASF Colormatching Lab at 800-7582273.
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BASF Stock Number: When the user has a BASF Stock Number
instead of the Paint Code, the formula can be pulled up using the
BASF Stock Number Lookup Tool [F6] button (shown left). This
button brings up a window in which the Stock Number can be entered.

The formula with the correlated Stock
Number is then displayed, after which the
user can select the Paint Line and Variant
desired before clicking Next [F12] to view
the formula.

Fleet Color Lookup: To search for a Fleet
Color, such as those used on freight
trucks, motorcycles, and recreational
vehicles, click on the Fleet Color Lookup
button (shown left). Doing so will bring up
the Fleet Color Lookup window in which
the search criteria at the top can be set to
help filter the results to find the Fleet Color
needed.

Once the desired Fleet Color has been
located, the user can select it by clicking
anywhere in the row, then click Apply [F7]
to bring up the Fleet Color in the Search
Color window.

The appropriate Fleet Color formula can
then be pulled up by selecting a Paint
Line, then choosing a Variant before
clicking Next [F12].
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Competitor Number Tool:

If no reference to a BASF Stock

Number or Paint Code can be found, the user can attempt to find a
formula by clicking on the Competitor’s Number [F8] Lookup Tool
(shown left), then entering the number in the next window (shown right).

The results of

the Competitor Number

Lookup are then displayed in the following
window (shown right). If multiple results are
displayed, the user can choose the desired
formula by clicking on it, then clicking Ok [F7]
to return to the Search Color window.

The BASF formula that correlates to the
Competitor Number pulled up will then be
displayed.

The user can then select the

desired Paint Line and Variant.

Please

note, when there are references to multiple
Color Tools (i.e. ColorMax & ColorMax 2),
the additional Color Tool References will
be displayed in the center of the screen
(shown right). The number in parentheses
(#) corresponds to the Update Number in
which the Color Tool Chip Number was
released.
Related Colors by Model: If a user needs
a formula for an Underhood or Accent
color, but only has the Paint Code for the
Main Body application, the user can find
these colors by first bringing up the Main
Body formula matches, then clicking on the
Related Colors by Model button (shown
left).
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The Related Color Information window
will display a list of all related colors used
for different applications (shown right). The
user can then select the one to mix by
clicking on it, then clicking on Ok [F7].

The user can then bring up the Related
Color by choosing which Paint Line and
Variant to mix, then clicking on the Next
[F12] button.

Regional Color Names: Occasionally, the
name of a color varies from region to
region.

If such a variance exists, the

Regional Color Names button (shown left)
will be available. Clicking on this button will
bring up a window containing the various
names of the color used in different regions
(shown lower right).
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Print Variant List: To generate a simple
report that displays a list of all the variants
for a particular formula, simply bring up the
search results for that formula, then click
on the Print Variant List [F11] button.

A report is generated showing a brief list of
all the variants available for the selected
formula. This report can then be printed or
exported to a removable media by using
the buttons at the top of the screen.

Compare

Variants:

When

several

variants for a given formula are displayed,
they can easily be compared to one
another by clicking on the Compare
Variants button (shown left).

The

Compare

Variants

window

will

display a detailed break-down of each
variant and the bases contained within
them. This can then be printed by clicking
the Print Variant List [F11] button.
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After a formula has been searched for and
the desired Variant has been selected,
clicking on the Next [F12] button will bring
up the formula.

When

a

given

formulations,

the

formula

has

Formula

multiple
Options

window will allow the user to select the
formulation desired before clicking Mix
[F3] to view the formula.

Mixing Operation Screen
The screen shown to the right is an
example of a formula Mixing Operation
window. Aside from the Amount to Pour,
this window also allows the user to assign
a Job Number, Customer, Mixer, and
Booth.

Cut-In Formulas: When a Cut-In formula
is needed, the Cut-In Parts button can be
used to remove the M4 Mixing Base
(shown right) prior to mixing.
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Small Damage Repair Formula: To add
Blending Clear to the formula for small
damage repair purposes, click on the Spot
Repair [F12] button (shown left).

Slow Formulas: To substitute the Mixing
Base for a Slow Mixing Base, click on the
Slow button before mixing the formula.

Paint Estimate Tool: When an unknown
quantity of paint is needed to refinish a
vehicle, the Paint Estimate Tool [F11]
button will open a window that will assist
the user in estimating the amount of
material to complete a job.

Start by selecting the approximate size of
the vehicle, then place checkmarks in the
boxes for the panels to be painted. If the
vehicle requires additional materials, the
slider bar can be used to adjust the
estimate by a desired percentage. Clicking
the Ok [F7] button will return the user to
the Mixing Operation screen.
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Mixing Paint for Multiple Jobs:

If a

number of vehicles require the same
formula, but have different RO#’s, the user
can mix one large batch of paint, then
allocate the appropriate amount to various
Job Numbers later.
Clicking on the MultiJob button (shown
left) or entering “MULTIJOB” in the Job
Number field will allow the mix to be
divided up properly after mixing (shown
right).
Clicking on the Search Job List button
(shown left) will display a drop-down from
which Job Numbers can be selected.
The mix can be divided up among as many
RO#’s as necessary. Clicking on the Add
Job button will create another row in which
a job number can be entered.
The percentage of the mix for each Job
can be entered manually or divided equally
by clicking on the Equal Amounts for All
Jobs button.
Once the mix has been divided as
necessary, the user should click the Save
Mixes button to return to the Mixing
Operation screen.

Tinting a Mixed Formula:

When a

formula must be tinted to make it match
the original finish on the vehicle, the user
can click the Tint Formula button (shown
left), then select the base to tint (shown
right).
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A mixing window will then allow the user to pour additional base to
tint the formula as necessary. Click Ok [F12] or press “Enter” to
finish the tinting and return to the Mixing Operation screen.

The tinted base now shows the increased
amount poured (shown right). To save the
formula for easy retrieval later, click on the
Save As Custom Color button (shown
left).

When saving a formula as a
custom color, a comment can be
entered to help identify the new
variant.Clicking the Save Custom
Color [F7] button (shown left) will
store the formula for later retrieval.

Additional Formula Information: To view a detailed
break-down of the formula currently displayed on the
screen, simply click on the Additional Information
button (shown left).
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Saving a Formula as an Estimate: Any
formula can be saved as an estimate to
allow a shop to approximate the cost of
completing a job prior to mixing paint.
Clicking on the Save for Estimate button
(shown left) will bring up a confirmation
window before saving the estimate to the
RO# selected (shown below).

Printing a Label:

SmartTrak IV will

generate a label when the user clicks on
the Print [F7] button (shown left).

A

window allows a Comment to be entered
and the Number of Labels to print to be
set prior to send the mix to the printer.
To preview the label, click on the Preview
Label button, or simply print the label
without previewing it by clicking the Print
[F7] button.

The label can also be saved to a
removable media of any type by clicking on
the Save button at the top of the Preview
window.
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Mixing a Color
The Mix [F3] button is available in the
lower left-hand corner when the user is
ready to mix the formula displayed on the
screen.

Pressing the Mix [F3] button brings up a prompt to
put an empty can on the scale before clicking “Yes”
to continue.

The Amount To Pour window will then
allow the user to pour the base currently
displayed at the top of the screen.

The

Pour Bar indicator moves as weight is put
on the scale. When finished, the user can
click on the Next [F12] button or press
Enter to go to the next base to be poured.

The Pour Method can be set in the Scale tab within the System module when configuring
the scale settings.

Though most painters prefer to Pour to Zero (as shown above)

SmartTrak IV can also Pour to the Amount (from zero).
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When the Next [F12] button is pressed
before reaching the target amount, an
Under Pour has occurred and will bring up
several options from which the user can
choose.

Continue Pour

Continue pouring the base

Ignore Over/Under Pour

Ignore the Over/Under Pour and move on to the next base.

Recalculate Mix

Recalculate the mix based on the amount poured.

Pour Base at End of Mix

Continue pouring this base at the end of the mix

Abort the Mix

Aborts the mix at this point

Save the Mix

Saves the mix to be continued later

When too much of a particular base is
poured, an Over Pour has occurred.
Options similar to those that are shown
when an Under Pour are displayed from
which the user can choose the appropriate
course of action.

When Ask RFU After Mix is enabled in the
AutoTracking

tab

within

the

System

module, the user is presented with the After
Mix Options window. Clicking on Create
RFU [F2] opens a window from which any
available paint system can be applied to the
formula to make it ready to spray.
When the corresponding feature is also
enabled in AutoTracking, the user can
choose to store the mixed paint in inventory
as a new inventory item to be poured as a
variant of this formula later, or as a

Purchased Paint billed to an RO#.
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Mixing Step 2
When a formula has more than one Step, the user will be
presented with the option in the Mix Step 2 window.
Clicking “Yes” will bring up the second step of the formula.

Step 2 of the formula is then displayed.
The user can click on the Mix [F3] button
when ready to mix this step.

SmartTrak IV should be easy to configure for use with a scale for the purpose of mixing
paint, but if a connection to the scale cannot be established or the user is in need of technical
support for either SmartTrak IV, the PC, or its related scale hardware, please call the
SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-227-3593.
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Custom Colors
The

Custom

Colors

tab

within

the

Formula module allows the user to quickly
locate and pull up formulas that have been
saved as custom colors.

The Search Custom Color section at the
top contains drop-down boxes that allow
the results on the screen to be filtered to
easily find the color needed. Once a Paint
Code has been entered, the user can click
on the Start Search [F2] button to find the
color. The Search Criteria can be cleared-

Start Search [F2], Reset [F5], and Display All buttons

out by clicking on the Reset [F5] button to
begin a new search. To display all of the
custom colors within the system, click on
the Display All button in the upper right.

Managing Custom Colors
Clicking on the Manage Custom Colors
button at the bottom of the Custom Colors
tab within the Formula module will bring up
a window in which the user can manually
add, modify, and remove custom colors
from SmartTrak IV.

The Manage Custom Colors window has
two views; the Search Criteria view
(shown upper-right) allows the user to filter
the list of custom colors to view only
formulas of a certain type while the
Formula view (shown lower-right) displays
the

details

of

any

formula

currently

selected. Clicking on the Formula or
Search Criteria buttons (highlighted) will
switch between the two views.
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Manage Custom Colors and Next [F12] buttons

Adding a Custom Color: To add a color
manually instead of saving it from the
Mixing Operation screen, click on the Add
Custom Color [F3] button (shown left).

In the Add Custom Color window that
opens, the user should first select the
Manufacturer from the drop-down list
before filling in the rest of the fields on this
screen. To associate the custom color with
an existing formula, leave the Color Code
field blank and enter the Standard Number
instead.

Doing so will bring up existing

formulas to which to link the new custom
color.
Clicking in the first box in the Base column will allow
the user to type in a Product ID, then hit “Enter” to
proceed to the next field.

If SmartTrak IV can

identify the item by its Product ID, it will put the
description of the item in the field beside it. If not, a
window displaying a list of items from which the user
can choose will open up (shown right). After that,
the user can enter in the amount in either the NonCumulative or Cumulative columns, depending upon
which formula is available.

Clicking on the Save Custom Color [F7]
button (shown above) will return to the
previous screen.
To add a second step to a custom color,
click on the Add Step button (shown left) in
the upper right.
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Clicking on the Add Step button brings up
another window in which the second step
of the formula can be created.

This is

done in the same manner as the first step,
aside from changing the Step field to a “2”
prior to entering the bases in the second
step.

Modifying an Existing Custom Color: To
make changes to an existing custom color,
first select it from the list, then click on the
Modify button (shown left).

The details of the custom color can then be
adjusted to suit the needs of the shop. Be
sure to save the modifications by clicking
on the Save Changes [F7] button.

Deleting a Custom Color: To eliminate a
custom color that will no longer be needed,
simply select it from the list of custom
colors, then click on the Remove Custom
Color button (shown left).

Click “Yes” to delete the custom color.
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Paint Systems
The Paint Systems tab within
the Formula module allows the
user to pull up any paint system
that

is

mixable

on its

own

(doesn’t need to be added to a
formula to make it “Ready For
Use”).

The painter can use the Search Paint System section at the top to filter the list by clicking
on the Start Search [F2] button to find a particular paint system.

To clear the Search Criteria, click
on the Reset [F5] button.

By

default, the “Active” option is
checked, which sets SmartTrak
IV to display only the paint
systems that have been turned
on in the System module within
the Formula/Mix tab. Refer to
that section of this manual for
details regarding turning on paint
systems for use within the shop.
Unchecking the “Active” option
will display all available paint
systems

that

can

be

mixed

without being added to a formula
to make it sprayable (shown
upper-right).
system

To mix any paint

displayed,

select

the

desired paint system, then click
on the Next [F12] button.
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Queued Mixes
Formulas that are to be mixed in the near
future can be queued up to ensure that the
painters mix the proper formula.

The

mixes that have been saved as Queued
Mixes from within the Mixing Operation
screen will be displayed within this window.
Searching for Queued Mixed: When many mixes have been queued for future use, the
desired mix can be found quickly by adjusting the Search Criteria near the top of the screen,
then clicking on the Start Search [F2] button. Conversely, the Search Criteria can clearedout by clicking on the Reset [F5] button.

Removing a Mix from the Queue:

To

remove an unwanted mix from Queued
Mixes, simply select the formula to delete,
then click on the Remove [F6] button
(shown left).

Click “Yes” in the confirmation window to
delete the mix from the queue.

The mix will no longer remain in the Queue
after deletion (shown right).

Any formula listed in the Queued Mixed
screen can be mixed by selecting it, then
clicking on the Next [F12] button.
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Recall Mixes
The Recall Mixes tab within the Formula
module displays a list of the most recent
100 mixes that have been done in
SmartTrak IV. To display all of the mixes
ever done in SmartTrak IV, click on the
Show All button (shown left).
Searching for Past Mixes: Adjusting the Search Criteria within the Search Previously
Mixed Mixes section, then clicking on the Start Search [F2] button will refine the results to
allow the user to easily locate the mix being sought. To clear out the Search Criteria
quickly, click on the Reset [F5] button.

Exporting Mixes to a Log File: To save
the list of mixes done in SmartTrak to a
removable media such as a USB pen drive
or blank CD, first click on the Export
Mixes button (shown left).

The Export Mixes window allows the user
to specify the range of dates to export to
the log file before clicking the Ok [F7]
button.

The Exported Mixes are saved on the
PC’s hard drive in “C:\Temp” in a file called
Pour.log.

This can be copied to a

removable media or imported directly from
this

location

into

another

paint

management system.
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Removing Individual Mixes: Click on the
Correct

Mix

button

(shown

left)

to

permanently “undo” a mix as though it were
never done, including putting the bases
used back into Inventory.

The Correct Mix window allows the user to
remove formulas from the mixing history
one at a time by clicking on the Delete Mix
button (shown left). When done, click on
the Back button in the lower left.

Removing Multiple Mixes:

To delete

many mixes at once from the mixing history
in SmartTrak IV, first bring up the mixes to
be removed using the Search Criteria at
the top of the screen, then click on the
Clean Up Existing Mixes [F6] button
(shown left). Click “Yes” when prompted to
remove the mixes. Please note, this does
not “undo” the mixes as though they were
never done, but rather simply removes
them from the history of what has been
mixed. Also note, deleting mixes from the
Recall Mixes tab permanently removes
the formulas from history and doing so
cannot be undone.

If Security is

enabled, an Administrator’s password
must be used to access this feature.
Any mix listed within the Recall Mixes tab can be accessed simply by selecting it, then
clicking on the Next [F12] button in the lower right-hand corner (see image top-right of page).
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Tracking Paint Usage:

To accurately

track the amount of each mix that was
actually used, click on the Track Usages
button at the bottom of the Recall Mixes
screen.

The Track Usages window allows the user
to select any existing mix, then determine
how to track the mix.

The Spray Mix

button (shown left) puts a line item in as
seen to the right showing the total amount
before use.

Clicking on the Weigh

Amount After [F2] button (highlighted) will
bring up a window in which the remaining
mix can be weighed.

After selecting the Can Size in which the mix is
stored, the remaining paint can be weighed by putting
it on the scale, then clicking on Ok [F7] at the bottom.

The Amount After Use will then be
calculated by subtracting the weight of the
can, then value is saved applied to the mix.

To track paint usage another way, click on
the Pour then Mix button (shown left).
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Clicking the Pour then Mix button brings up the
Weigh Mix Before Spraying window in which the
user can specify the size of the paint can prior to
weighing.

The weight of the can (and lid, if included) is
subtracted from the total to determine the amount of
material in the can (shown below).

The vehicle can then be painted, after which
the user can click on the Weigh Amount
After [F2] button to bring up the Weigh Mix
After Spraying window.

Weighing the can after painting the vehicle will
determine how much material was used for the job,
after which the amount of remaining paint will be
saved in the Track Usage window (shown below).
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SmartScan
Clicking on SmartScan from the Main
Menu of SmartTrak IV will bring up the
main SmartScan window. Depending
on the speed of the PC, the screen may
take a moment to load.

X-Rite MA-91 Hardware Overview
Two versions of the spectrophotometer can be used with SmartScan. The
MA60+BA and the MA91 units are both capable of producing excellent readings with
SmartScan. There is no need to replace an older spectrophotometer unless the unit
has a hardware problem or is no longer fully functional. This section contains a brief
overview of the newer MA91 spectrophotometer for those shops that have recently
obtained a new unit.
ON-/OFF Button
LCD Display

Pressure-Sensitive LEDs

Navigation Buttons

USB connection
Additional Function Button
(not used)
Power connection

Connection for Strap

Dust cover

ON-/OFF Button:

Press & hold the ON-/OFF button for 5 seconds to turn the unit on or off.

LED lights:

LEDs indicate when the correct pressure is being applied when taking a reading.

Dust cover:

The dust cover prevents air-borne grime and unwanted filth from getting inside.

Strap Connection:

A strap should be attached to help prevent accidentally dropping the unit.

Power Connection:

The MA91 can run off of its battery or power coming directly from the wall.

USB Connection:

A USB cable connected to this port is used to communicate with the PC.

Navigation Buttons:

The directional arrows are used to move the selection around the screen, while
the button in the middle is used to make selections and go from one screen to
the next.
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Calibrating the X-Rite MA-91 Spectrophotometer
1. Press the ON-/OFF Switch

2. Select the Calibrate icon
then the Center button

for about 5 seconds to turn the unit on.

by pressing the Right Arrow button

,

to make the selection.

3. The Calibration Required window, shown right, will then be displayed.
Use the Right Arrow to jump to the arrow in the lower right-hand corner,
then make the selection by clicking on the Center button.

4. Measure the white calibration tile until the unit continues the

calibration process.

5. Snap the black trap on the MA91, then select the Next arrow to continue.

6. Upon completion, the time remaining for the valid calibration will be

displayed. Click on the Next arrow to return to the main screen.
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Taking a Reading
Once the unit has been calibrated, the user can take readings from
vehicles or ColorMax paint decks. First, select the Take Reading
icon from the main screen.
The Sample number and Group number currently selected will be
displayed along with the date and time. The MA91 is now ready to
take a reading.

On a clean, flat surface free of any debris and damage, place the
MA91 on the vehicle, then press and hold it until all three pressuresensitive LED’s light up green.

The spectrophotometer will take several scans of the vehicle, then
average these out for the best possible match of the paint. Each
Reading should take between 4 and 6 scans before saving into the
unit.

The screen will then display an iterated Sample number within the
Group that is currently selected.

To see a list of Readings stored in the currently selected Group,
select the Readings icon (second from the top).

To change the Group to which the next Reading will be stored, click
on the Groups icon, then select the Group to make active.
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Configuration of SmartScan IV
Prior to downloading a Reading from the
spectrophotometer into the PC for the first
time,

the

user

must

configure

the

SmartScan IV settings by clicking on the
Instrument Management tab at the top of
the screen.

Using the Device drop-down menu, the
user

can

specify

which

type

of

spectrophotometer is in use at the shop,
after which a Com Port can be selected.

The Date & Time, as well as the Language
can be configured on this screen also by
selecting the desired values, then clicking
on the Apply button.

To test the communication between the PC and the
spectrophotometer selected, click on the Test button. If
the test succeeds, a message will be displayed (shown
right). If the test fails, the window (shown lower-right)
will be displayed.

Please call the SmartTrak Help

Desk at 800-227-3593 for assistance establishing
communication with a spectrophotometer if necessary.
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Additional SmartScan IV Information
The Information tab at the top of the SmartScan IV screen simply displays a log of any
errors that have occurred within the SmartScan software to allow for easier troubleshooting
when necessary. Nothing in this window needs configuration, nor should the user perform
any actions unless otherwise directed by a help desk representative.

This screen contains information pertaining to the version of the CFC Database currently
installed and the Interface Version. During troubleshooting, the help desk representative
may have the error log cleared out by clicking on the Clear Log button (shown left).
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Downloading Readings into
SmartScan IV
The user has the option to download a
single reading or multiple readings at once.
To download an individual reading saved
into the spectrophotometer, click on the
New Job [F6] button (shown left).

In the New Job window, select a Job Number from the
drop-down list, then type in a Measurement Name. After
that, click on the Refresh Groups button (shown left) to
fetch

the

Groups

and

Reading

data

from

the

spectrophotometer. A status indicator (highlighted) will show
the communication status at the bottom of the screen.

The desired Group and Reading numbers can be selected
from the drop-down lists, then an approximate preview of the
color can be seen by clicking on the View Color link. The
Reading can then be imported into the PC by clicking on the
Download Reading [F3] button (highlighted).

The user will be presented with an option to delete the
Group and Readings after downloading it into the PC; a
decision which is entirely up to the user. After clicking “Yes”
or “No” the user is returned to the main SmartScan IV
screen, as shown on the next page.
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The

Current

Job

currently

being

processed will be displayed at the top of
the main SmartScan IV screen. The user
can specify the Search Criteria in the
Search By section.

After adjusting the Search Criteria to meet
the needs of the shop, the user clicks on
the Start Search [F2] button to bring up
formulas that match the reading. A Status
Indicator displays the current status of the
search at the bottom of the screen
(highlighted).

Once the search is complete, the user can
select the match desired, then click on
Next [F7] button (shown left) to view a
preview of the formula.
Alternately, if the user would like to print a
list of the match results, this can be done
by clicking on the Print Results [F11]
button (shown left).
The preview of the Search Results report
can be sent directly to the printer or saved
to a removable media by using the buttons
at the top of the screen. Close out of the
preview window when finished to return to
the SmartScan search results.

Notes on Match Results:
The Match Results are marked with a
traffic light system. Please note: A color
chip or spray-out should be checked prior to mixing a large amount.
Green -- Best solution: Formula can be used for blending.
Yellow -- Medium solution: Formula can be used as a good starting point.
Red -- Approximate solution: Formula can be used simply as an indication of color.
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Clicking on the Next [F7] button in the
lower right-hand corner will bring up a
preview of the formula.

To perform an adjustment of the Original
Formula to attempt to make it match the
reading even better, click on the Perform
Adjustment [F6] button (shown left).

The Adjusted Formula will then be
displayed on the right-hand side of the
screen. The user can compare the two by
clicking

on

the

View

Details

link

(highlighted).

The Compare Fomulas window will show
the amounts of each base in the Original
& Adjusted Formulas and the difference
between them. Click or press the Escape
button to return to the formula preview
window.
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The user has the option to mix either the
Original

Formula

Formula

by

or

clicking

the
on

Adjusted
the

button

corresponding to his preference of formula.
Pressing either of the Accept Original
[F12] or the Accept Adjusted [F7] buttons
will bring up the formula to be mixed
(shown lower-right).

Regardless of which formula is selected, it
can be mixed in the normal manner from
this screen.

Creating a Formula from Scratch
When a New Job has been imported into
SmartScan IV, the Create Formula From
Scratch button (shown left) will appear in
the upper right-hand corner (highlighted)
for Solid colors only.

A status indicator will be displayed briefly as
the formula is created by SmartScan IV.

The

newly

created

formula

is

then

displayed in the Search Results section.
Clicking on it to select it, then clicking on
the Next [F7] button will bring up a preview
of the formula (shown next page).
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The preview of the Created Formula does
not allow an adjustment to be performed
because the formula is already the closest
possible match. Clicking on the Accept
Original [F12] button will bring up the
Mixing Operation screen.

The newly created formula can then be
mixed in the normal manner from the
Mixing Operation screen.

Existing Jobs
To continue working with a Reading that
was imported from the spectrophotometer
at an earlier date, click on the Existing
Jobs [F5] button (shown left, highlighted).

The Existing Jobs window allows the user
to bring up any Job done in the past by
selecting it, then clicking on the Next [F7]
button. Alternately, Existing Jobs can be
removed by selecting it, then clicking on
the Remove Job [F4] button.
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Downloading Multiple Readings
To download multiple Readings at the
same time, click on the Manage Spectro
button (shown left) in the upper right
(highlighted).

Once

communication

to

the

spectrophotometer has been established,
the Group and Job Number information
will be displayed.

If the user had

connected the spectrophotometer after
opening

this

window,

communication

between it and the PC can be established
by

clicking

on

the

Get

All

Group

Information button (shown left).

Alternatively, the information for just a few
Groups can be retrieved by selecting the
Groups, then clicking on the Get Selected
Group Information button (shown left).

To

fetch

multiple

readings

from

the

spectrophotometer at once, select the
Group from which the Jobs will be
downloaded, then click on the Download
Selected Jobs button (shown left).

Job Numbers and Group Names can be
entered in this window, then uploaded to
the spectrophotometer by clicking on the
Send to Spectro button (shown left).
Similarly,

Group

Names

and

Job

Numbers can be removed by selecting the
one to remove, then clicking on the
Remove Jobs button (shown left).
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Quick process
The Quick Process button is for use by experienced SmartScan IV users only. Clicking on
the Quick Process [F3] button (shown left) after downloading a New Job from the
spectrophotometer will trigger SmartScan IV to search for, find, then adjust the best
matching formula from the Search Results before sending the user directly into the Mixing
Operations screen to pour the formula. Doing a spray-out or comparison with a color chip is
strongly recommended prior to mixing a large amount of material.

For further assistance with SmartScan IV, please call the SmartTrak Help Desk at 800-2273595.
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Reports
Depending on which features are enabled
in the AutoTraking tab within the System
module, SmartTrak IV can generate a
wide variety of reports based on the paint
& materials usage in the shop.

Clicking on the Report button from the
Main Menu will bring up the Report
module. No data is displayed until the user
selects a report from the list on the left.
Two tabs at the top, Data View and Graph
View, display the data in different ways,
though the Graph View is only available
for some of the reports.

Each report contains slightly different
information and is useful in its own way.
The screens shown to the right display
examples of some of the report’s Data and
Graph Views, along with Print Previews.

All reports can be printed directly from the
Print Preview screen, or saved to a
removable media such as a USB pen
drive or blank CD by using the buttons at
the top of the screen.
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The information contained within each
report can be customized using the Report
Fields available in the list on the right.
Unwanted information can be hidden by
un-checking its corresponding checkbox.

Effortless report generation can aid the
shop by allowing Productivity and Waste
to be tracked easily.

The amount of detail a report contains is up
to the user. Some reports, such as Mixer
Productivity, HAPS, and VOC’s, have
both a Summary and Detailed version.
The report to be used is entirely up to the
discretion of the body shop manager.

Comparison of the Mixer Productivity
Detail and Summary reports reveals that
the detailed report contains a breakdown of
each mix done, whereas the summary
does not.
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Some reports may not contain information
until a particular feature is used.

For

example, no data is displayed for the Mixer
Productivity Waste report until this feature
has been used by clicking on the Track
Usage button in the Formula module
within the Recall Mixes tab.

The Product Usage report has both a
Data View and a Graph View (shown
lower right).

The Graph View can be printed or
exported using the buttons at the top of the
screen. Be sure to connect or insert a form
of removable media before clicking on the
Save button.

The Print Preview of a report may look
slightly different than the Graph View
because

it

contains

more

detailed

information.
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The data contained within some reports
may overlap slightly, but each report is
organized in its own way to fulfil a specific
purpose or need.

The Product Usage by Job Number
report is similar to the Product Usage
report, but is sorted by RO# to allow the
shop to easily identify the amount of a
product used on a particular job.

The Report module can generate reports
to help a shop manage and track its
inventory of both sprayable and nonsprayable items.

The Inventory/Stock

Control Status report allows the body
shop manager to take a “Snapshot” of the
stock currently on-hand, then view and
print the corresponding report.

Clicking on the Take Snapshot button
(shown left) will create a new Snapshot.
The user can view any Snapshot already
taken (shown right) by selecting the
desired Snapshot, then clicking on the
Open Snapshot button (shown left).
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The

highly

detailed

Inventory/Stock

Control Status report contains the data
within whichever Snapshot is currently
opened when the Generate Report [F12]
button (shown left) is pressed.

Clicking on the Shop Profitability report
option from the list on the left will bring up
the Shop Profitability window (shown
lower-right).

The Shop Profitability window allows the
user

to

compare

present

and

past

inventory levels to determine the cost of
each, the amount sold, and the overall
profit from the difference between the two.

The

Print

Preview

of

the

Shop

Profitability report shows the profitability
of the shop over time. This allows the body
shop manager to easily assess the profits
being made on automotive refinishing
within the shop.
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Similar to the Shop Profitability report, the
Job Profit Margin Summary contains
information pertaining to the profit made by
the shop, sorted by each Job Number.

The Job Profit Margin Summary displays
both the Cost of each mix done as well as
the Price at which the Job Number was
billed.

SmartTrak IV can generate a number of
reports to aid in the shop’s compliance with
local and federal regulations. Both HAPS
and VOC emissions reports can be printed
or

exported

for

submission

to

the

appropriate regulatory body.

Depending upon how much or what type of
information is mandated by the local
authorities, the shop can print either Detail
or Summary reports for both HAPS and
VOC’s tracking.
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The HAPS and VOC reports are designed
specifically to contain

the information

required by the strictest regulations.

Though not all shops are required to track
the emissions of HAPS or VOCs, these
reports are available for those shops in
areas that mandate this sort of tracking.
To enable the tracking of VOC information,
be sure to enable the VOC Tracking
feature within the AutoTracking tab in the
System module.

As

an

additional

security

feature,

SmartTrak IV tracks the number of times
formulas

have

been

previewed

when

Security has been enabled within the
System module.

When a formula is

viewed without being mixed, the Preview
Formula

Audit

feature

records

this

information for later retrieval by the shop
manager.

Though a screenshot of each Report has not been included in this guide, the general
features and usage of the Report module has been covered in detail. For further assistance
with generating Reports or anything related to SmartTrak IV, please call the Help Desk at
800-227-3593.
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VOC
Clicking on VOC from the Main Menu of
SmartTrak IV will bring up the VOC
module in which the emissions of VOC’s
can be managed.

VOC Tracking must be turned on in the
AutoTracking tab within the System
module before any data will populate the
VOC module.
Selecting any RO# from the drop-down list
in

the

upper-left

will

display

its

corresponding VOC emissions information.

Clicking on the Add RFU button (shown
left) will make the formula sprayable by
adding the appropriate items to the mix.

Selecting an RO# to modify, then clicking
on the Add Paint System [F5] button
(shown left) will allow the user to select a
Paint System from the list of Paint
Systems made available through the
Formula/Mix tab in the System module.
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The newly added Paint System will then
be appended to the record for the RO#
currently selected (shown right).

To remove a line item from a Job Number,
simply click on the item to be removed,
then click on the Delete Item [F6] button
(shown left).

Click “Yes” to confirm the deletion.

The Total VOC Emitted is adjusted to
reflect the changes made by deleting a line
item.

Clicking on the Generate Report [F11]
button (shown left) will bring up the VOC
by Job report, which can then be printed or
saved to a removable media.
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Button Guide
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Back (Esc)

Fleet Color Lookup

Apply (F7)

Set Default

Main (F10)

Add New Package Size

Select All (F3)

Delete Package Size

Un-Select All (F6)

Pricing

Use Active Products in Stock

Add

Cancel (Esc)

Modify

OK (F7)

Delete

Add (F3)

Inventory Status &Update

Modify (F5)

Import Prices

Delete (F6)

Set Active

Reset

View On Order

OK (F12)

Start Demo

Tare (F2)

Reset (F5)

Start Search (F2)

Tare Can

Reset (F5)

Print (F7)

Color Tool (F7)

Fax, E-Mail, Preview Labe

BASF No. (F3)

View (F7)

Search Online Formula Database

Reset (F5)

Competitor No. (F8)

Print MSDS/TDS In List (F12)

Related Colors By Model(F6)

Set MSDS File Location (F11)

Color Price List

Mix (F3)

Next (F12)

Quick Mix (F6)

Print Var. List(F11)

Create RFU (F2)

Compare Variants

Label (F7)

Show All

Queue Mix

Correct Mix

Tint

Regional Color Names

Save As Custom

Additional Display

Setup Users

Save For Estimate

Set Transaction Types

Mix to Multiple Jobs

Pour out the mix then spray

Continue

Spray the Mix

Ignore

Add Custom Color (F3)

Recalc Mix

Delete Custom Color (F6)

Abort

Close &RO

Save Mix

Re-open Job

Store In Inventory

Add Inventory Item (F5)

Accept Formula (F5)

Add Misc. Item (F3)

Perform Adjustment (F6)

Apply Associate Product Template

Accept Adjusted Formula (F7)

Toggle Print Cost / Price (F8)

Accept Formula (F5)

Import

Refresh

Close Group

Delete (F4)

Change Template Name

Existing Jobs (F5)

Set Back to Recommended %

New Job (F6)

Set Job Margin

Quick Process (F3)

Mix Accuracy and Costs

Create Formula

Spectrophotometer

Get All Group Information

Create RFU (F3)

Get Selected Group Information

Add Paint System (F5)

Download Selected Jobs

Send Selected Job Names to
Spectro

Clear Selected Group Readings
Update Custom Data To New
Location (F3)

Finish this toner at the end of the
mix
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